
DIRECTORY OF SERVICES
The steps to take for full internationalisation of your online shop.
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WeGlobalize: Your engine for growth.
WeGlobalize will help you gain a foothold in France or Germany and will be right by
your side to advise you. With our International Expansion Services, we can look after
the  important  operational  parts  of  your  business  in  the  target  countries.
WeGlobalize will  grow your business in France and Germany,  with no additional
staff costs.

Depending on the size of the project, its deadline, and the skills needed, the project
will either be handled independently, or with the help of WeGlobalize business and
technology partners.  This guarantees maximum value in a short space of time, with
maximum expertise in each area.
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Online Shop localisation and adaption
In order to properly assess the market potential, we take into account the competitive
situation, the price level and look at the legislation and regulations with regard to
your product range.

In  order  to  obtain  satisfactory  results  in  the  target  country  and  to  meet  the
expectations of  new customers,  you need to  localise  your  online  shop to  country-
specific usage.

 Localisation
Adaptation  to  country-specific  standards,  selection  of  usual  payment  methods,
adaptation  of  the  check-out  process,  competitive  delivery  methods,  convenient
return procedures.

 Translations
All aspects of an online shop must be considered, beginning with the translation of
the shop and product descriptions, from error messages and e-mails, to the terms
and conditions.  We take care of  all  necessary professional  translations for  special
campaigns, ads, etc. It is not enough to have certified translators translate the text
from  your online shop word-for-word into the local language. Again, it is essential  to
take into account country-specific idiosyncrasies.

 Legal security
Creation of T&Cs, returns, data protection.

 Local quality and shopping seals
In addition to internationally known seals, all countries have their own, national seals.
We know what seals are of importance and which criteria there are for certification.

 Registration of a local VAT number and a local bank account in the target
country
If necessary, we can take care of your VAT declaration abroad, your EU VAT number,
and open a local bank account for you.

Notes:
When exceeding a certain turnover, companies have to invoice their clients abroad
with the corresponding VAT rates of the respective target country and make a VAT
declaration there. The threshold upon which the special regulation for distance selling
is applied: France €35.000.- , Germany: €100.000.- and the UK: GBP 70.000.-
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Online Marketing
Online marketing is the main source of new customers and this applies to both your
domestic market and abroad.

We use local experts to assist you and pursue an e-marketing strategy that matches
the target country.

 Market places (Multi-channel support):
In addition to some globally popular sales channels such as Amazon, there also exist
market places that are only popular in certain countries. We know what works for you
and your product range and we can place your products on all promising channels

 SEA (Search Engine Advertising): Google AdWords / Google Display
In order to reach your target audience with search engines, AdWord Specialists from 
the respective destination countries create targeted AdWord campaigns for relevant 
traffic. AdWords allows a fast ROI, but with a small budget. This flexible tool not only 
directs potential customers to your online shop, but also increases your visibility.

 SEO (Search Engine Optimisation)
We  provide  advisory  support  using  experts  in  search  engine  optimization  in  the
respective destination country. We can help you to optimise your online shop so that
it meets the requirements of relevant search engines and is placed at the top of the
search results.

 Affiliate marketing 
We cooperate with country-specific affiliate programmes and platforms to increase
your visibility and your sales.

Notes:
No matter what kind of campaign or which channels are used, we can provide detailed
reports on how all your campaigns are performing on a regular basis. In this way, you
can  always  gain  an  overview  of  the  results.  We  also  offer  advice  and
recommendations on how to make the best use of your resources, as efficiently as
possible.
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Customer Service
Building trust with your customers is critical to success. Your customers expect nothing
less than communication in their native language, whether on the phone or via email.

 Local customer service
We  offer  professional  customer  service  performed  by  native  speakers,  who  are
trained on your product range and who provide a local telephone hotline and local
e-mail support. If your online shop has a chat feature, our customer service team is
also happy to deal with your customer enquiries directly via this channel.

Returns solution
Successful  online  trading  is  hardly  possible  without  a  local  returns  address  in  the
target country. 

 Local returns handling and return shipping
Because of our French and German returns addresses, it is now possible for all your
French  and  German  customers  to  return  their  goods  to  an  address  in  their  own
country. The handling of returns is fullfilled by a local employee who will be the link
between you and your customers.

Return shipping: After collectting several returns, you can sdetermine the timing of
having the returns sent back to your address.

We are happy to assist you in the design and implementation of your project and 

offer you personal advice! We look forward to hearing from you!

WeGlobalize

The founders, Jens Reichhart and Philipp Klüpfel
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